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TO SEATTLE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES 
OF 2007 
Today, at your commencement, we present honorary doctorate 
degrees to Father Gary Smith (undergraduate) and Mohamed All  
Alabbar (graduate). You can tell much about what your university 
stands for by the people it honors in this way. They represent the 
values Seattle University upholds and inspire emulation in your 
life and vocation. 
In the past, honorary doctorates were bestowed to the Dalai Lama, President Nelson 
Mandela of South Africa, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Cardinal Walter Kasper who heads 
Catholic efforts in ecumenism and inter-religious dialogue, and to President Corazon 
Aquino of the Philippines. These are world leaders of prophecy, justice, reconciliation, 
religious fellowship, and the liberation and empowerment of women. 
You are also represented by the scientists, musicians, educators, artists, business leaders, 
poets, governors, Native American elders, religious leaders, ethnic and cultural 
spokespersons, social servants, Jesuits and others on whom we have placed the 
Doctor of Humanities and "hood" of your university. 
We hope you recognize yourself in them and welcome the person you are becoming. 
They walk our mission, but so will you. It is our graduates, our alumni as you are now, 
who tell us whether we are fulfilling our mission of educating the whole person, forming 
professional people, and empowering leaders for a just and humane world. The mission 
is known and shown in your living. 
Congratulations on your graduation from Seattle University. May the honorary degree 
recipients encourage and inspire you as alumni. 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
President 
ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Founded in 1891 as a Jesuit Catholic men's 
- 	) college, Seattle University has grown in size and 
stature to become the largest independent university 
in the Pacific Northwest, with a student population of 7,200. 
Seattle University's 50 acre campus houses eight schools and 
colleges: Arts and Sciences, Science and Engineering, Nursing, 
Education, Theology and Ministry, Law, Business and Economics, 
and the Matteo Ricci College. The 2007 U.S. News and World 
Report ranks Seattle University among the top 10 schools in the 
west that offer a full range of masters and undergraduate programs, 
and Seattle University is among the Princeton Review's list of the 
top colleges in the United States. 
Seattle University is known for its commitment to academic 
excellence. Teaching, strengthened by active scholarship, is the 
faculty priority. Small class sizes and the personal attention given by 
Seattle University professors and administrators help students meet 
the rigorous demands of the curriculum. 
One of 28 Jesuit Catholic universities in the United States, 
Seattle University draws upon the Jesuit educational philosophy to 
develop critical thinkers and compassionate leaders able to promote 
a more just and humane world. 
Seattle University's location in the heart of a great city and 
dynamic region provides learning, service, cultural and career 
opportunities for students. With the university's emphasis on 
experiential learning, students enhance their classroom experience 
by working on projects with local companies, interning in local 
schools or hospitals, participating in study-abroad programs, and 
other learning opportunities. 
The true measure of the university's excellence is the success of its 
graduates. Seattle University's 58,000 alumni include distinguished 
individuals in business, public affairs, education, the performing 
arts, athletics, science and technology, and other fields. 
THE HISTORY OF THE GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN 
American academic costume (also referred to as academic 
"dress" or "regalia") had its origins in the ancient European 
universities. Apparently, it was devised to distinguish academic 
persons, such as doctors, licentiates, masters, and bachelors from 
other parts of the population. Gowns probably were a necessity 
because of unheated buildings, and hoods were needed to cover 
the heads of medieval scholars. Most universities issued strict 
regulations concerning the design and use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, American colleges and universities 
inevitably adopted the gown, hood, and cap from their European 
antecedents. Although some common standards and practices 
were observed, no uniform code or system existed until late in the 
19th century. 
The principal features of academic dress are three: the gown, 
the cap, and the hood. The flowing gown comes from the 12th 
century. It has become symbolic of the democracy of scholar-
ship, for it completely covers any dress of rank or social standing 
underneath. It is most often black, with pointed sleeves for the 
bachelor's degree, long, closed sleeves for the master's degree, and 
round, open sleeves for the doctoral degree. The gown worn for the  
bachelor's or master's degree has no trimmings. The gown for the 
doctoral degree is faced down the front with velvet and has three 
bars of velvet across the sleeves in the color distinctive of the faculty 
or discipline to which the degree pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege won by freed slaves in 
ancient Rome, and so the academic cap is a sign of the freedom 
of scholarship and the responsibility and dignity with which 
scholarship endows the wearer. Old poetry records the cap of 
scholarship as square to symbolize the book, although some 
authorities claim that the mortar board or cap is a symbol of 
the masons, a privileged guild. The color of the tassel on the cap 
denotes the discipline. 
Heraldically, the hood is an inverted shield with one or more 
chevrons of a secondary color on the ground of the primary color 
of the university. The color of the facing of the hood denotes the 
discipline represented by the degree; the color of the lining of the 
hood designates the university from which the degree was granted. 
The length of the hood varies by academic degree. The hood for 
the doctoral degree is the only one with panels at the sides. 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Gary Smith, S.J. 
Honorary Degree Reczient Undergraduate Ceremony Via 	A member of the Oregon Province Jesuits, Gary Smith, S.J., had made 
it his mission to walk with the poorest of the poor. While working on 
the streets of Tacoma, Wash, and Portland, Ore., Father Smith served and 
befriended the homeless, mentally-ill, drug-addicted, and despairing. 
\ 	
. i 	 Fr. Smith chronicled his ten-year experience living in the poverty-stricken 
Old Town section of Portland in Radical Compassion: Finding Christ in the 
Heart of the Poor, a book that holds special meaning for Seattle University. 
In 2003 President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., challenged the campus to read 
Radical Compassion and imagine a collective response to homelessness; the 
SU community responded by hosting in 2005 the Tent City 3 homeless 
encampment. 
Fr. Smith recently returned to Portland after spending six years with the 
Jesuit Refugee Service in northern Uganda. In a region ravaged by brutality 
and disease, he ministered to communities of displaced people by teaching, 
celebrating the sacraments, providing social services and doing what he's 
always done best—being present to those most in need, 
Mohamed Alabbar 
fJfio)1Iv [*'ree Rccipii'nt I (7rad,i1itc (crc?no;z)' 
Born into poverty, Mohamed Alabbar, '81, today is changing the landscape of 
Dubai. As chairman of the Dubai-based Ernaar Properties, Alabbar is overseeing 
the construction of what will be the tallest building in the world, a hotel twice the 
height of the Empire State Building. On a similarly grand scale, Alabbar has built 
Emaar into a worldwide business empire that includes, in addition to real estate 
development, numerous other sectors such as banking, retailing and biotechnology, 
with joint ventures and projects in India, Egypt, Turkey, Morocco, Syria, Pakistan, 
Tunisian and Saudi Arabia. 
Alabbar has never forgotten where he came from; his success in business goes 
hand in hand with a commitment to improving the lives of others. Under his 
leadership, the wholly-owned subsidiary Emaar Education is opening new 
international schools throughout the Middle East and North Africa region, 
as well as India. 
The graduate of the Albers School of Business and Economics is also a force 
for democratization in the Middle East. Alabbar founded and serves on the 
executive committee of the Arab Business Council, which works for economic 
liberalization, open government, and the expansion of educational and 
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ORDER OF EVENTS 
Undergraduate Ceremony 
PR(I)CESSIONAL WELCOME ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
Pomp and Circumstance Stephen V. Sundborg, SJ., STD OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 
Edward Elgar President Devin Anne Seman 
Bachelor of Arts major in Liberal Studies 
David W Madsen, PhD with additional major in Spanish 
Grand Marshal PRESENTATION OF summa cum laude 
HONORARY DEGREE 
Robert Deltete, PhD College of Arts and Sciences V. Stephen 	Sundborg, S.J., STD 
Assistant Marshal President 
PROVOST'S AWARD  
Theresa M. Earenfight, PhD John D. Eshelman, PhD Erin Denise Schnabl 
Assistant Marshal Provost Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Audrey Hudgins, PhD Administration, major in Accounting 
Assistant Marshal RECOGNITION OF summa cum laude 
DEAN EMERITUS Albers School of Business 
Paulette Kidder, PhD and Economics 
Assistant Marshal George M. Simmons, PhD 
Dean Petterson, PhD PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
Assistant Marshal 
RECOGNITION OF Caroline Camille Dennis 
PROFESSORS EMERITI 
Bachelor of Arts major in English 
J. Fiona Robertson, PhD C. Patrick Fleenor, PhD with additional major in Economis 
Assistant Marshal 
Patricia D. Daniels, PhD summa cum laude 
Daniel R. Smith, PhD College of Arts and Sciences and 
Albers School of Business and Economics 
Assistant Marshal STUDENT SPEAKER 
Emily Catherine James BENEDICTION 
CONVOCATION Bachelor of Arts Robert D. Kelly, PhD major in Political Science 
John D. Eshelman, PhD magna cum laude Vice President, Student Development 
Provost College of Arts and Sciences 
RECESSIONAL 
NATIONAL ANTHEM PRESENTATION OF DEGREES Voluntary on old 100th 
Daniel Gillespie Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD H. Purcell 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics President 
cum laude 
Albers School of Business John D. Eshelman, PhD 
and Economics Provost 
awarded 
INVOCATIoN 	 SPEC1AL PRESENTATION 
Very Reverend Stephen Rowan 	Kristin Leigh Roach 
Department of English 	 Honorary Bachelors Degree in Fine Arts 
College of Arts and Sciences 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
RICHARD P HICKEY Award 
Samora Michelle Covington 
COO Lii. 1F 
Caroline Camille Dennis 
i. %1NIA, t U Lii iii 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College ofArts and 
Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total contribution 
to academic lifr and is made by the department chairs and program 
directors of the college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard 
1? Hickry professor ofEnglish, a beloved and respected teacher at the 
university from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
College of Arts 
and Sciences 
Wallace Loh, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Art History 
Laura N. KahIli 
with additional molar In Visual Art 
CUM LAUDE 
Anastasia Alexis Kotar 
Susan Leilani Lehman 
Samantha Cybelle Mosier 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
John Jay Pickens-Green 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Kathryn Eiko Sugano 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Asian Studies 
Thao-Nguyen Le 
CUM LAUDE 
Dalena Vy Pham 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
Communication Studies 
Johannes Beau Ariens 
Colina Sade Santiago-Barlow 
Essence Alexis Batson 
Joseph Robert Brown 
Beth Anne Cook 
CUM LAUDE 
Alexandra Michelle Crowe 
Angela Marie Davis 
Yuni Sng Eveltne 
Christina Marie Forbes 
Alexandra Jeanette Green 
CUM LAUDE 
Joanna Grzestk 
Christopher Ryan Hood 
Jacqueline Bokhee Kim 
Jiwon Kim 
Sasha Karyn Lardie 
Jezy Yu-Ching Lin 
Elizabeth Ann McLaughlin 
Samantha Noel Mitchell 
Gabriela Murphy 
SUMMA CON LAUDE 
Sean Matthew Namanny 
Alicia l-lernandez Nickell 
Kathleen Byrne OBrien 
MACNA CON IJiUDE 
Ashley Alexandra Payne 
Julia Anne Peroutka 
Terra Caitlyn Purpura 
Starr Marie Rigdon 
CUM LAUDE 
Lauren Anne Roberts 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 




Brian Ward Stanton 
Les Struthers 
Michelle Toyoshima 
Duong Vt Truong 
Lisa Michelle Weilkemper 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jamal Willis 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Kimberly Alison Alfonzo-Stuby 
Sherelyn Anderson 
Casie Nicole Arceneaux 
Jessica Ann Banks 
Brandy Noel Barker 
Mariela Raquel Barriga 
Sarah Kristen Bashaw 
SUMMA CLIM LAUDE 
Joseph Scott Brothers 
Koriann E. Brousseau 
with additional major in Psychology 
MACNA cuta LAUDE 
Jarta Nicole Busby 
Farrah Nichole Chaichi 
Sasha K. Craft 
with additional major in Sociology 
Elizabeth A. Davis 
Nataliya Georgiyevna Degtyareva 
Geoffrey Alan Schmitz Ehrhart 
Whitney Dawn Fortson 
Kyle Stephen Frank 
James Andrew Green, IV 
Shantell Marie Green 
Dawn Renee Heimbuch 
Shiloh Joel Jackson 
MACNA CON LAUDE 
Karen Renee Elizabeth Judy 
Cyrah H. Khan 
Shannon Yusa King t 
Gavin Lee Mirafuentes Landon ift 
with additional major in Psychology 
Hoang Nguyen Le 
Lindsey Grace March 
Sarah Elizabeth Masltn 
with additional major in Psychology 
Cynthia Ann McKinley 
Julianne Melewski 
Wendawn Kristle Teniel Miller 
Nicholas Clinton Mulkey 
MAGNA CUht LAUDE 
Janelle Leigh Masako Murakawa 
Katie Rose Nahan 
Emmett G. Nixon 
Celine S. No 
Mitchell Andrew Polonsky 
Ashlie A. Pruiti 
Erin Elizabeth Rutledge 
Kylie Sheree Siemens 
Temistocle Florentin Stefanescu 
Adrian Lee Tucker Taylor 
Tania Elizabeth Torres 
Lia Vargas 
Daniel Paul Walkup 
Susan Joy Walkup 
cUM LAUDE 
R. Erin Wenzel 
MACNA CON LAUDE 
Chad Brandon Winfrey 
CUM LAL'DE 
Adam Colby Woolverton 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
with Departmental Honors 
Samora Michelle Covington 
with additional major in Psychology 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
major in Criminal Justice 
Courtney Marie Babcock 
Billie Jean Davidson 
Fong Ha leong 
Chelsea Kungkagam 
Severiano Lee Manuel 
Danielle Rae Mellon 
SUMMA CUM LAIJDE 
Janyce Emily Osenbach 
wiih additional major in Psychology 
Meri Lynn Rinehart 
Amanda Theresa Volgardsen 
Nancy Jean Wright 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Cultural Anthropology 
Alyson Amelia Jay 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Ryan Benjamin Joy 
Jason Che-l-lsien Lin 
Elizabeth Michelle Rios 
CON LAUDE 
Gwen Higgins Wise 
MACNA CUM l.AODE 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Drama 
Kristyn Elizabeth Bitner 
Christine Mary Chin 
Mary Colleen Egan 
Katherine G. Manteca 
Robert Edward Temple 
CON LAUDE 
Molly Morgan Tomhave 
Bronwyn Leland Watson 
with additional major its Philosophy 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Drama 
with Departmental Honors 
Keith Hazen-Diehm 
with addiitonal major in Philosophy 
MACNA CU1'4 LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Ecological Studies 
Jamie Keith-Marie Pauley 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in English 
Holly Lynn Allar 
CON LAUDE 
Jeremy Sean Aoyagi 
Jordan Geoffrey Baldwin 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Ashley Laura Billman 
CUM LAUDE 
Katherine Elizabeth Bos 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Kelly Ann Cannon 
Luis Carlos Congdon 
CUM LAUDE 
Caroline Camille Dennis 
with additional maior  in Economics 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Isabelle Magnolia Evans 
CUM LAUDE 
Mark Stephen Garcia-Prats 
Margaret Frances Gyben 
CUM LAUDE 
Felicia Amanda Hall 
Lynell Dawn Hansen 't 
Jonathan Leigh Henderson 
Miranda Joy Hultin 
MAGNA COM LAUDE 
John Philip McCartney 
Christopher Michael Medrzycki 
Priscilla Marie Miller 
CUM LALtDE 
Czarina L. Nicolas 
Biswajit Pierce 
Grant Matthew Potter 
Margo Susanne Rankin 
SUMMA CUM I\CDE 
Kathleen Keelan Rushall 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Isabelle Lulu Salmon 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA CON LAUDE 
Brittany Mychal Sherlock 
Jasdeep K. Singh 
Jennifer Leigh Shiger Ift 
CUM LAUDE 
Sofia Theresa Voz 
Mary Frances Watkins 
CON LAUDE 
Justin R. White 
Kathleen Rose Zipper 
with additional major in French 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts major in English 
with Departmental I lonors 
Kathenne Elizabeth Allison 
CUM LAUDE 
Olivia Lauren Conner 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Anais Kelley Custer 
CUM LAUDE 
Enn Kathleen Foran 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
William Lee Hughes 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
James John Snowden 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
English/Creative Writing 
Kristen Marie Baumgartner 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kristin Elizabeth Berg 
Nicholas Masterson Cozzetto 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Nicholas James Dols 
Susan B. Gemson 
Jaclyn Healy 
Amy Elizabeth Hutchins 
Colt Haldon Kraft 
Andrea Janel Larsen 
CUM LAUDE 
Nicole Liana Lowman 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Anna Elizabeth McCalIon 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kudzai Andrew Mudede 
Nicole Lisa Myers 
Nickolas R. Openbrier 
Braden Logan Perkins 
Andrea Antoinette Redmond 
Jamie Michelle Robertson 't 
CUM LAUDE 
Creighton Benjamin Sellon 
Nicholas Vaughn Shekeryk 
Nicole Elizabeth St. Mary 
Julie Renee Thompson 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
English/Creative Writing 
with Departmental Honors 
Ryan James Crawford 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Alexis Smiley Smith 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
Environmental Studies 
Jessica Anne Boehme 
NancyJ. Conlon 
Kristin Leigh Jackson 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
College of Arts and Sciences, continued 
Erin Louise Legge 
Raili Alissa Marks 
SI MMA (ItEM Al DE 
Nicole Kiyoko Neumillcr 
Chad Wiersma 
Matthew Wojcik 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Fine Arts 
Madison Ruth Brewton 
Charles Estadilla Cones 
Margaret Yolanda Irriharra 
Natalie Anne Lane> 
SI. MMA (CM IAUI.)l. 
Michael Thomas Mage 
(.1 M LAt!Iit 
Marie Maxwell 
MA(;INA CUM (ALOE 
Natalie Marie Mills 
Anh N. Nguyen 
Timothy Irancois Parker 
Phoebe Clare Gonzales Rohrbacher 
(1:51 LAtE DIE 
Rimas KeSI Ut 5 Simaitis 
Melissa Ann Woods 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in French 
Eleanor Claire Baldenweck 
MACNA CUM CALl DiE 
Allison Ann Bondy 
Nicole Teresa Uilani DeCaires 
Lesley Meredith Parkins Duncan 
MACNA CUM (ALOE 
Ehcn Blake Hodgin 
Hannah Chnsttne Vaughan 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in History 
Zada Pauline Addison 
(CM LAL DI 
Rasheed S. Bakkar 
Esperanza Borboa 
CUM LAUDE 
Aeriel Ryan Conover 
Eric Scott Eagon 
Eva Marie Finn 
Jenny Elizabeth Green-Heflern 
(CM LALDE. 
Tiffany Christtne Hammer 
Rosa Leigh Hughes 
MACNA CiM LAIDE 
Jeremy Allen Johnson 
i:LM i_ALOE 
Jarreti Tadashi Ogau 
Jerenie Mdl Raquepau 
Peter Michael Redlinit 
James Arthur Short 
Lauren Emily Silva 
Nathaniel Joseph Wonderly 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Bexave Ruvi Zamora 
siiih adiliiional malor in French 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
History with Departmental Honors 
Paul Andre Barrera 
CLM LAUDE 
Knsten Linzy Fitzpatrick 
with additionS ma]iir in French 
Kathleen Ann Kline 
with additional majiirr in English 
MACNA (ELI M I AL ME 
Megan Tobias Neely 
CilEt (ALOE 
Eric Daniel Stunspner 
SLMMA CUM LaiLDE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in international Studies 
A Jackson Rehberg 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in International Studies! 
Economics 
Brian Michael Bartolini 
Patnck James Halleti Jr 
Jonathan J. Klutnick 
Hayley Teresa Lopez 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA CUM L&CDE 
Cassie Ranee Martinez 
with additiirnal ma}or in Spanish 
CIIM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in international Studies/ 
I listory 
Jana Lynn Kelly 
LUSt (ALOE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in International Studies! 
Modern Languages 
Johanna Alvarez 
Michelle Therese Harvey 
jenmier Rose Lorella 
Michelle Leigh McNamara 
Elizabeth Janela Montoya 
Cassandra Diane Nelsen 
MACNA (lhl LALDE 
Erik K. Scheleen 
MACNA CLM LALDE 
Katherine Louise Spoor 
Sandra Christine Villarin 
Raphel Danielle Weber 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
International Studies/Politics 
Omeed Rameen Amintan 
MACNA C1.'M LSUDE 
Trevor Wade Bechtel 
Randi Eristine Burns 
Danielle Marie Deonigi 
SI ALOE 
Annie Hoff Dinwiddie 
Rhiannon Nicole Dupree 
U\l LALOF 
Helen Mary Groffman 
CE'si LALDE 
Lamia Amina Haddadi 
Christy Lynn Halcom 
with additional major in French 
MACNA CLM LAUDE 
Jessica Lynn Harris 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Tomoyuki Hoshi 
Noetni Natividad Peredo 
Matthew Cole Pierson t 
COSt LAUDE 
Hollis-Anthony William Ramsey 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Eamono Patrick Sullivan Roach 
Laura Virginia Swanson 
MAL,NA GEM (ALOE 
Zachary Stenson Waild 
Bachelor of Arts major in 
Journalism/Mass Communication 
Alexander Nicholas Cornwall Bemi 
CUM LALEDE 
\William P Crane 
iAEM IALEDE 
Jessica Taggart Gaylord 
Ashley Suanne Halseth 
with additional majo, in French 
(1CM LALDE 
Canda Brianne I larbaugh 
MACNA CCM LAUDE 
Kevin Scott I-Iimeda 
Jenny (Hua-Chun) Kong 
Alexandra Gordon Mendenhall 
LUM LAUDE 
Kathryn Elizabeth Musselman 
Kate A. Opatz 
with additional niajot in French 
(tiM (ALOE 
Casey Dawn Penaluna 
Megan Elyse Peter 
LUM LALDE 
Brtnany Michelle Schooley 
Rachel Gahnelle Steinberg 
Danny Joe rell Thompson 
Thanh Ngoc Tran 
Jennifer Lynn Willden 
MACNA CLM IMOE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Liberal Studies 
Kelsey Lea Connelly 
MACNA CUM LA1..OE 
L.aQuanna L.P Cooper 
Jennifer Elizabeth Davis 
Shannon Kathleen Fleming 
Laura Elizabeth Foster 
SUMMA CUM LALEDE 
Julia Gamble 
Rollie Garcta 
Ryan Branch Gipson 
is itS additional ni.iloi in Spanish 
Catherine Elizabeth Goeng 
CLXI I_SlIDE 
Jody Mane Gough 
CEM LALDE 
Jenntfer Rose Tan Gramaje 
Luke Allen Gustalson 
MACNA CLM LAUDE 
Amanda Jean Hoelzle-Anderson 
Annlee Rosa Hoy 
Tray Hunter Johnson 
Stefani Leigh Kauppila 
MACNA CUM LAUDE  
Shannon Yusa King 
Sharon Elizheh LaMuni'on 
St/Si NA (ELM IAL DI. 
Michael Keopatomsakul Leigh 




La Tinya Lisa Matthews 
Monica Ann Moreno 
Kelsey Dowlene Mydske 
Anita Coleman Oglesby 
Petra Elisaheth Pachel 
SLMMA CLM i.AtJOtE 
McLean Ryan Reiter 
Chelsea Nicole Roberts 
MACNA (.t M ALOE 
Dashel Martin Schueler 
SLIMMA CLM (ALOE 
Devin Anne Seman 
with additional major in Spanish 
SLIMMA CUM IALDE 
Lula Mae Smith 
Christopher Randall Ulrich 
MACNA CUM I ALOE 
Vanessa Castillo Velasco 
Brandi Camille Ybarra 
with additional major in Spanidi 
Sarah Ashley Zook 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Philosophy 
James Patrick Andrus 
LIAL,NA CUM LALDE 
Ariadna Archer-Ulin 
Mark Louis Asay 
Aaron Steven Butts 
Jeffrey Alan Collins 
Alvin Hong 
Pete George Katsilomeies 
ennifer K. La 
with additional major in Eiisiorj 
Muriel Leora Hunter Montgomery 
Servando Benjamin Pat Ian 
Patnck James Reymann 
MACNA CUM I/SLIDE 
John Armen Salarli 
Aaron Kurio Stricker 
MACNA CUM (ALOE 
Daniel James Strunk 
CLM I.AI.EOE 
Michelle Tobin Trombley 
CUM LALDE 
Nicholas Arthur Valera 
with additional major in Political is rite 
Itadielor of Mis major in Philosoplw 
with Depanmental Honors 
David Blancha 
MACNA CUM (ALOE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Political Science 
Ryan Montoya Astorga 
Loren Thorwald Atherley 
Dean Eaton Bliss 
W. Shannon Brown 
Christopher Scott Burns 
lcsstca Leigh Carmen 
Esther Lia Cho 
Dana Elizabeth Cook 
Sergio Ramon Cueva Flores 
Farshin Damanpour 
Heather May Chong Daugherty 
MACNA CUM (ALOE 
Aliredo Diaz Madnd 
Christopher William Iberle 
LLM LAIJDE 
Amy Lynn Jackson 
Emily Catherine James 
MACNA (ILAI I_ALOE 
Frantz Yves Jocelyn 
Ryan Andrew Kauffman 
Gareth D. Kautz 
Aimee Ly Khuu 
David Anthony Kilpatnck 
Alice Nyakio Kungu 
Peter Lorenzo Lopez 
Tova Christine MacLennan 
Frederick Joseph McLaughlin 
Jal<uh Michalowski 
Taylor Anne Olson 
Melissa Irene Plummer 
Jackie Kin Km Poon 
Paul Christopher Prociv 
MACN.A CLM (ALOE 
Aaron Bryce Robertson 
jamie Michelle Robertson 
CCXI LALDE 
Michael Celedon Sagtsi 
Beth Ann Michelle Simpson 
MACN.A CLI (ALOE 
William Harlen Spencer 
Rachel Miriam Suicr 
David James Weidner 
CLXI [ALOE 
Timothy Joseph Willette 
Krystal L. Wood 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Political Science with 
Departmental Honors 
Javne Windsor Bouchfaa 
MACNA CLM IALFOE 
Misty Marie Dombrowski 
SI. dMA (ELM LALDE 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Psychology 
Anthony D. Adams 
Tami Jieun Ahn 
James Pavton Anderson 
Cheryl Lynn Austin 
CUM LAL:OE 
Chalice J. Bailey 
MACNA CUM (AUDE 
Natalie Anne Bamhart 
Christina Rosemary Brewer 
Meghan Marie Bright 
MACNA CLXI IAUPF 
Brandon Marshall Carlson 
Molly Meghan Peterson Cevasco 
with additional major in Spanish 
CUM (ASiDE 
Diana Kehaulant Chernisky 
with addiiional niapor in Criminal Jusior 
Taylor Jeanne Emmerton 
Michael Patrick Fleet 
CLM tAUDE 
Anjonta Marie Flores 
Jesse T. Francisco 
Jennifer Ann Frant: 
Theresa Rose Fujimoto 
Natasha LaVonne Garduno 
MACNA C. CM LACCE 
Rachel Barbara Gooding 
Michelle Andrea Gorski 
CCM LAUDE 
Joanna Frances Gregg 
MACNA CUM LACDE 
Emily Kathryn Henry 
Georgia Gwen Herdener 
Noelle Jennifer Hill 
Haylee Ann Holland 
Katherine Elizabeth Hughes 
jAmy Leigh Johnson 
Laura Lee Jones 
Amanda Raye Kerr 
Daniel Kevin King 
Daniel F Latorre 
Hollie Noelle Levtzow 
MACNI CiliA LAC:D[ 
Kathryn Supnet Macaraig 
Elizabeth Anne Mahan 
SUMMA CCCI tAUDE 
Marina Therese Mar-Jones 
Johnny Lee Marsh 
Katrina Liz Martin 
Olivia Juanita McArthur 
Angelina Marie Milano 
Megan Ann Minthorn 
Satsuki Morikawa 
Kayleen Marl Morita 
with additional malor in Soi_iulsigy 
Cl IM 1.%CPF  
Trisha Louise Morse 
CIliA LAUDE 
Kathryn R. Parrott 
Brie Carolan Pfisterer 
Jacqueline May Phelps 
Gwendolyn Eric Rose 
CUM LACDF 
Tiffany Ann Ross 
Luis Guillermo Sanchez 
Haley Bostwick Shellhorn 
Cassandra Renee Baldoz Smith 
Melissa Christine Tomecek 
Alana Marie Turner 
with additional major in Criminal justice 
CUM LAUDE 
Brittany Belle Jean Tyson 
Jennifer Ravina Umayani 
Jakub Waligora 
Amanda Leigh Whitworth 
Daisy Shawn Williams 
Shu Ki Wong 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Psychology with 
Departmental Honors 
Catharine Mildred Jeter 
MACNA CC:M UCLIDE 
Bachelor of Science 
major in Psychology 
Tyler David Brown 
Jennifer Jamie Chan 
Lindsey Anne Fox 
with additional rnaior in 
Cultural Anthropology 
Elizabeth Wright Hayes 
CUM LAUDE 
Veronica May Howell 
with additional maim in Cnniinal justice 
CUM LACDE 
Chieh-Kai Huang 
Erin Marie Kisner 
Tristen Jawn Nash 
Meghan Iwalani Palm 
Caleb R.K.P. Tang 
Mia Yia Than 
Antigorte Marie Wolfram 
MACNA CCCI usuns 
Bachelor of Science major 
in Psychology with 
Departmental Honors 
Kathryn A. Ledbetter 
MACNA CCCI LAUDE 
Sara Theresa Thorup 
MACNA CilCi LACDF 
Brianne Lyne Vanderlinden 
Bachelor of Public Affairs 
Stefanie A. Albaeck 
CIM LAIIDE 
Lisa Carolyn Davidson 
Mariah Gabrtelle Dubnow 
Knsta Nicole Fink 
Margaret Allison Frazier 
MACNA CUM LACDE 
M. Madeleine Hottman 
with additional ntator in Philiii1ilty 
diM LAUDE 
Ruvin Azriel Munden 
CtJM LAUDE 
Rica Diane Dollente Navor 
Shukri Abdullahi Olow 
CCCI LACDE 
Paul Christopher Prociv 
MACNA CLM LAUDE 
Jasmine Joy San Agustin Reyes 
Joseph losefa Seta 
Kadra Ahmed Shctkh 
Rodney Miles Shutt 
MACNA diM LAUDE 
Alyssa Dawn Stonex 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Joanna Marie Tovar 
MACNA CUM LAUriE 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Sociology 
Jacob Blayne Barrihart 
Peter Lyons Cadigan 
Jesus Pastor Castaneda 
CCCI L\ttDE 
Lucero C. Cueva-Estrella 
Maedel Medma Eusebio 
Ana Maria Gutidrrez 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA CCM lAUriE 
Lauren Elizabeth Guttu 
Redeat Tesfaye Habte 
Rebecca Jean Kurek 
Tara BIas Mahaffey 
MACNA CCCI LAUDE 
Joseph Vincent Massimino, Ir 
Kerry Ann McGuire 
CCCI LAUriE 
Claudia Pangelinan Roberto 
Mary Caitlin Rowe 
Grete Lynn Schultz 
CCCI LAUriE 
Elena Teresa Sequetra 
B. Porter Sesnon 
MACNA CUM LAUriE 
Marley Taiko Shepard-Ohia 
Casey Nicole Shook 
Angela R. Spencer 
Amy Beth Takahashi 
Lauren Elizabeth Thomas 
Dwight Christopher Thompson 
Luis Antonio Vila-Henninger 
CUhI LIMOS 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Sociology with 
Departmental Honors 
Richard Francis Beers, 11 
SUCIMA CUM lAUriE 
Courtney Michelle Chrisler 
MACNA CCCI LAUriE 
Shastt Kernai Kathleen Conrad 
MACNA CUM LAUriE 
James Michael MacKay 
MACNA CLIM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Diana Alvarez 
Jessica Ann Arnold 
Karen Bonilla Barayuga 
JessicaJ. Boling 
MACNA CUM LAIJDE 
Robyn Louise Buchanan 
Alena Charisse Cantere 
Christopher Douglas Charles 
Alicia Racheal Claiborne 
Tashau Cherae Corley 
Jessica Lynn Day 
MACNA CCCI LAUriE 
Jenna Elizabeth Endres 
Todd A. Evensen 
MACNA CUEI LACDE 
Sofia N Falcon 
Roxanna Lee Farnsworth 
SUMM.A LAM LICDE 
Samantha Deluao Garcia 
Shelley Elizabeth Greene 
with additional major in Spanish 
MACNA CUM LACDE 
Alison Marie Hofferber 
LaRisa H. Nebre 
Angela Renee' Nelson 
Veratta Simone Pcgram-Floyd 
with additional major in Soniolisgy 
Jessica J. Ptckert 
SIJMMA (EM LAI.t)L 
Phoebe Beratio Posadas 
Travis Keoni Sablas 
Dyana M Stevens 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Spanish 
Sarah Jean Zimmerman Benbosv 
Paul de Vaugelas 
with additionat maior in History 
MACNA CCM LAUDE 
Julie Le 
Sajonna Marie lnes Lewis 
Amy B. Ly 
Tineke Marie Meeuws 
SUMMA CCCI LAUDE 
Erin Angela O'Rorke 
with addiiio,sat nmlisr in Cultural Anthropology 
Laura Patricia Phillips 'ft  
CCCI LAULiE 
Matthew Cole Pierson 
CtJM LAUDE 
Lilya N. Roraback 
Vera Reddy Vangala 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Theology 
and Religious Studies 
Robert Scott Brennan 
syith addttionat ntaior in Visual Arts 
with departmental honors 
SCMMA CiliA IAUDE 
Sean Christopher Connelly 
CUM L\CDE 
Matthew Wood Crabb 
CCM lAUriE 
Timothy Joe Greer 
Kirby Teuila Grey 
Jane Frances Nabakaawa 
CCCI tAUPE 
Bachelor of Arts 
major in Visual Art 
Jennifer Rae Haaland Gemsh 
SUMMA CUM LAULAE 
Lauren Louise Dakota 
DeMersseman Holbert 
Ji-Min Ktm 
walt ,sdditional rnalssr in English 
CliNt LAUriE 
Benjamin Chih-Yang Lee 
with addiisnal major is Fine Ant 
Sylvia Rangel 
Sandra Marie Saldivar 
llona Sikhegyi Kelly 
Jennifer Mane Simpson 
Sarah Ann Seong Sook Trent 
Ryan Thomas Webb 
Albers School of 
Business and Econimics 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Business Administration 
major in Accounting 
Mohamed Dahir Adan 
Sefinat Oziohu Araga 
with addiiional major in Business Economics 
CUM LAUDE 
Garrett David Brown 
with addiiional major in Finance 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Valerie Marie Bums 
Bonivi Marie Casem Caculitan 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kyle Geoffrey Caley 
Brian Tze Ho Chan 
wiih additional major in Finance 
Mi Jung Chang 
with additional major in Finance 
Vannary Chhum 
with additional major in E-commerce 
and informaiittn Sysiems 
Joanna Hemme Cho 
Codou Ndiaye Cunningham 
with additional major in Finance 
Putn Dariani 
with additional major in F-Commerce & 
lnlormaiion Sysiems 
Amanda ThuyTien Doan 
Patrick Michael Doran 
Craig Michael Eggum 
with additional major in Finance 
CUM LAUDE 
Caroline E. Fox 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Reynelyn Pascua Hilano 
Kathenne Lee Howard 
Jessica Marie Hubly 
diM LAUDE 
Asai Kawakami 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Luke Michael Keenan 
Ltam McDonald Keys 
Andrew Steven Klein 
Brandon S. Krafka 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Alexandra Vladimirovna Kurilova 
with additional major in Finance 
Cynthia Bolosan Latl 
Thao-Nguyen Le .; 
CUM LAUDE 
Kevin Sze-Yin Li 
with additional major in F-Commerce 
and information Systems 
MAC,NA CUM LAUDE 
Chanmali Liv 
July Maha 
Phillip Aaron McLean 
with additional major in Finance 
Melissa Rose Mulick 
SUMMA CUM LALJDE 
Megan Theresa O'Connor 
SUMMA CUM LALDL 
Lynnette Marie Page 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Chns John Panagiotou 
Bryce William Rassilyer 'i 
SUMMA CUM LALIDE 
Villandre Ealdama Reyes 
Brian Yumang Rojo 
Wanztraj Eben Rusike 
Genta Agathe Sanon 
Justin Daniel Sauvageau 
with additional major in Finance 
Ertn Denise Schnabl 
SUMMA CUM LALiDE 
Matthew George Schroder 
CLiM LAUDE 
Fatou Seck 
with additional wajor in Finance 
Ronald G. Tadena 
Jennie Le Iran 
John Tn Trong Tran 
with additional major in F-Commerce 
and Inlormation Systems 
MAC,NA CUM LAUDE 
Joseph Paul Turner 
Kun Yang 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration major in 
Business Economics 
Amy Michelle Clements 
MAGMA CUM La.UDE 
Abdullah Kocadayt 
Ariel Celeste Narasimhan 
Dean Arthur Powell 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration 
major in E-Commerce and 
Information Systems 
Faisal Fahad Alhashr 
Reginald Alencastro 
Ahmad Mohammed Al-Fuwaires 
Fahad Mohammad Arar 
Mario C F Chan 
Chen, l-Chieh 
Bilyanto Vacca Dwiansputra 
Kelly Lynnette Gunn 
Yoseph Haryanto 
Hsin-Chth Kyle Liu 
Paul William Lower 
Paul Martin Miller 
Harris Mirza 
Thuc Huu Nguyen 
Atthasjt Panvisavas 




Federick Sakti Sek 
CUM LALIDE 
Kevin Suhanto 
Ngoc Khiet Truong 
with additional major in Marketing 
Jaime Wilson 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration major in Finance 
Tamer Mufid Alsamawi 
CUM LAUDE 
Chad Clark Anderson 
MAGMA Cl M LA lirtE 
Paul Sessums Aur 
Ulziidelger Bat-Och 
CL1 M LAUDE 
Mallory Jane Brick 
Matthew Thomas Brown 
Ryan Eugene Case 
Cheuk Kei Chan 
Meng.Yu Chiang 
James Arthur DeYoung 
Saho-Lin Ding 
with addittonal major in International Business 
Tn Lenh Do 
James Christopher Frost 't 
C1JM LAUDE 
Paul Michael Goodfellow 
Rachmat Hartojo 
Ricky Lesiyn Hidajat 
Christopher Russell Higashi 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Christa E. Holmes 
with additional major in Management 
CUM LSUDE 
Doran Kei Ingalls 
Brittany Elizaberh Kang 
Tomi Millard Keah 
Siska Kumaladewi 
Edwin Liem 
Wai Sum Liu 
Pamela Melendez 
with addiiional major in international Business 
Gustavo Godinho Miracle 
Hannah Thien Nguyen 
Vu Phong Nguyen 
with additional major in E-Commerce 




Nick James Powers 
lndah Tri Purnama 
Brandon Michael Rasmussen 
Renee Russo 
Salar Salahshoor 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
VtctorJ. Sargent 
Russ M. Sattarov 
CUM LAUDE 
Reuben James Schroeder 
Elaine Joanne Smith 
Miki Soma 
Caroline Suwandi 
John Dominic Allen Symington 
with additional major in Management 
Denny Tandoyo 
Raoul Tedjasukmana 
with additional major in Marketing 
Antoine Emmette Toussaint 
Mikel Jeanine Uka 
You Zhou 
with additional major in Management 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Shan Robert Zubair 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration 
Individulized Major 
Grant Kekoapolani Carpio 
James Anthony Coomes 
Kendall Linnea Kramer 
CUM LALIDE 
David Keopatomsakul Leigh 
with additional major in General Science 
Tiffany Tsuneko Toguchi 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration major in 
International Business 
Mario Aditya 
Abukar Ahmed Alt 
Shana Sade Applewhite 
Kari Erika Bang 
Eric David Bartanen 
SUMMA QJM LAUDE 
Carolyn Djunjar 
Cynthia F Garcia 
with additiowil major in Marketing 
CUM LAUDE 
Jeffrey Craig Hickok 




Andrew Erik Matteson 
Tineke Marie Meeuws 'i 
with additional major in Finance 
SUMMA CUM LALIDE 
Irma Memié 
l<okou Chola Olympia 
with additional major in Finance 
Laura Ann Ulmer 
Ya-Pei Wan 
Nicholas Toshio Yanagimachi 
with additional major in Business Economics 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Yao-Ling Yang 
with additional tooler in Marketing 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration major 
in Management 
Michael Samuel Avzaradel 
John Richard Bernier 
Krystal Elena Bolibol 
Eric Wet-Hsin Cheng 
Billy Young Choe 
Amanda M. Correia 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Michael Jason Dewey 
with additional major in Finance 
CUM LAUDE 
Danica Laynne Dougherty 
with additicinal major in Marketing 
MAGNA CUM LAIJDF 
Mariel K.H. Dunham 
Melissa Manoie Kim-Mee Erickson 
Latasha Kim Esperon 
Desiree Mahutas Estoesta 
with additional major in Finance 
Richard Nelson Franck 
Michael Hsien-Yu Fun 
Matthew Leonard Grudis 
Deandra Mariko Hee 
Carol B. Ho 
MAGMA CUM LAUDL 
Chatchai Jirathanawat 
Arthur Jin Kim 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Hwan Kim 
Kukuh Melisa Putri 
Maxwell Parker Larson 
CUM LAUDE 
Tor E. Larson 
Laurence 
Katherine Mane Lesscg 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Teresa Lynne Mathias ift 
Thuy Thi Nguyen 
Craig James Olson 
with additional major in Finance 
Albers .Schoo/ of 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
I'AUL A. VOLPE Award 
Caroline Camille Dennis 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the A/hers School of 
Business and Economics. Selection is based on academic excellence and 
contributions to the school, the university, and the community. The 
award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business 
from its inception in 1945 until 1966 
Brandon Dante! Parker 
Mark Allan Pattison 
Roxaunria Aurezou Pazooki 
Michael Stuart Peabody 
Knstie Mane Rice 
with additional major In Finance 
Kylie Renae Schiuter 
with additional major in Markeiing 
CUM LSUDE 
Rimas Kestutis Simaitis 't 
Theresa Yea Tyng Tang 
Ross Campbell Taylor 
Paul Anthony Treleven 
Clayton N. Walton-House 
Dustin Horton Wiese 
CUM LAUDE 
Margrette Yem 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration major 
in Marketing 
Ciji jasmine Adams 
Fumiya Akatsuka 
Chansse Marie Arce 
CuM LAIJDE 
Jennifer Nicole Berg 
CUM LAUDE 
Katherine Anne Bozzo 
Sean Kalani Cabanting 
Krysta Joanne Carlson-Parupsky 
Kart Leigh Cason 
Therese Marian Cheatle 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Curt Quon Ming Chee 
with additional major in International Business 
Chen Chun Rong 
Kathleen Anne Cops 
with additional major in Accounting 
Lucia Knstina Cordon t 
Susan Hartmann Craig 
CUM LAUDE 
Justin Alan DeFreece 
Romelynn Revote Eleno 
Ahmed Alt Farah 
Jessica Mane Fletcher 
CUM LAUDE 
Christopher Anthony Franklin 
Rochelle Coleen Gendron 
Thuc-Tuan Ha 
with additional major in Management 
Irwan Haryaji 
Kyle Faletto Hinckley 
Diane Marie W Knight 
Daniel Everly Miller 
Hiromi Miyazaki 
Stephanie Dawn Ness 
M tAUDE 
Khanh Ngoc Nguyen 
Katie Mane Olson 
Lyndsey R. Quatman 
Jenae Miyoko Marie Reyes 
Alexandra Lyn Riede 
MACNA CUM IAUDL 
Tn Budi Sastra 
CuM LAUDE 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF Award 
Rebecca Kerrigan Conte 
clhl L\L.L)IE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the College of Nursing. Selection is based 
upon the student's academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in school 
and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean 
of the School of Nursingfrom 1955 to 1968. 
College of Nursing Krista Mae Conway Sarah M. Hillebrand 
Mary K. Walker, PhD, Dean Elisa Louise Cottrell 
MAGNA CUM LhUDE 
MACNA CUM LAUDE Simone Tsie Ming Ho 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Chuck Court Laramie Holliman 
Nicole Adelle Aizaga 
MACNA CUM LAUDE Courtney Brooke Hurst 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Kelly Jean Courtney MACNA CUM LSUDE 
Emely Cnstina Alfaro 
Erika Lizette Cruz Doquyen Le Huynh 
Rashada Renee Allen 
Patrick Richard Cull CUM LAUDE  
Michael Carpio Alto 
Sterling N. Culbertson Katharine Lynn Jansen 
CUM LAUDE 
Halima Sheikh Dahir SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Daniel Eric Andrews 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Jennipher Leigh Jones 
Christine Ann Bugarin Aqutno 
Barbara Ann Davis Rebekah B. Jurick 
MAGNA cuM LSUDE 
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAuoE 
Megan Elizabeth Armstrong 
Kelly Raye Delahunty Cameron Leigh Kanchuk  
Charlene Basilio Badar 
MACNA CUM LAUDE Tins Joo Hee Kim 
Meredith Rosa Bagoyo 
Habi Diallo Stephen William Kirsch 
Alexandrea Brook Bartow 
Amber Michelle Dingier CUlt LAIJDE 
Aileen Joy Rosal Batinga 
Laura Jeanne Drew Jill A. Kitamura  
Nikki Elizabeth Beau 
Brenda Marie Duer Denise L. Kittleson 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Sara Marie Duncan CUM LAIJDE 
Kelly Wynne P,eaman 
Eileen C. Eagan Galen Catherine Knudson 
SUMMA CUM LALDE 
MACNA CUM LAUDE Kristen Marie Kathleen Larsen 
John Forrest Bennett 
Kelsey Jean Egbert Amiee Eleanor Leng 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
CUM LlUoE Jennifer Nicole Lerman 
Danielle Jessica Berry 
CUM LAUDE 
Connie Sue Evans Megan Colleen Lindley 
CUM LAUDE Amy B. Ly ft 
Tanita Elona Bird 
Molly Frances Foilen Brittany Mane Lyman 
Jessica N. Bond 
CUM LAUDE MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Alexia M. Bonkowski 
Julianne Grace Frander Nicole Renee Lyon 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Susan Elaine Frase Mollyj. MacGuffie 
Jayson Felix Boydon 
Timothy Alan Fredrickson Rebecca Joan Madison 
Julie A. Brassell 
CUM LAUDE Mary Grace Aguada Matias 
Maya Marie Briest 
Yosef Fula Kern Ann Kimiko Matsumoto 
Christina Joy Brown 
Nancy Fung Erin Louise Matthew 
CUM LAUDE 
Wendy Louise Galliart Vincent N. McCormick Ii 
KylieJ Brown 
MACNA CUM LlUDE Michaela Joy McCulloch 
Kelli Lyn Bruemmer 
Keith Barry Lubrin Garcia Margaret Davis McDonell 
Heather Marie Burkhalter 
Melora Cecilia Garza Timothy Lee Meeks 
Allison Lynn Dan Bee Burley 
MACNA CUM LAUDE MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Laurie Michelle Canaan 
Mark Goetcheus Renie Michelle Menard 
OJM LAUDE 
CUM LAUDE MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Erica Marie Canison 
Gurinder Kaur Grewal Kela Irene Miner 
Ashley Quinn Cartmill 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
MACNA CUM LAUDE MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Lea Renee Gross Mae Martyn Miskimon 
Jill E. Caruso 
MACNA CUM LAUDE Shawna Nichole Moorhead 
Karen Lynne Chow 
Stelanie Grosz Sarah Moorman 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Melissa Ann Gruber CUM LAUDE 
Tara Denise Collard 
Hanna Kathleen Harrison Martha Elena Moreno 
CUM LAUDE 
Richard Joseph Hartman Laune Nguyen 
Rebecca Kemgan Conte 
Colleen Siobhan Hentschell Teresa Hanh My Nguyen 
CUM LAUDE 
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE 
Han Chul Shin 
Loide T. Sere Siahaan 
Chi Yan So 




Kevin L. Tran 
Tu Doan Tran 
with additional major in Management 
CUM LAUDE 
Amanda Tneu 
Arnie Cambe Valeriano 





Angela Soraya Wijaya 
Kenneth Mun Yu 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Economics 
Nathan Dean Aftolter 
Stephanie Lynn Aman 
Jean Marie Calian 
with additional major in Philosophy 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Lucia Kristina Cordon t 
Anthony Scott Cornea 
Daniel Ryan Gillespie 
CLIM LAUDF 
Jessica Ann Gimness 
Drew Spencer Osborne 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Tars Lynn Rice 
with additional major in Philosophy 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Janinna Lynnelle Richardson 
CUM LAUDE 
Mark Anthony Vega 
I. 
Thanh Ha Nguyen 
MACNA LLM LAL OIl 
Nancy Amanda Nilles 
Mary Margaret Nolan 
SUMMA CUM LACDE 
Joseph Charles yovak III 
eLM LALDII 
Julie Silveira Nunes 
Akiko Oguchi 
Elizabeth R. Ordway 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Stacie M Oshiro 
CUM LACiMI 
Catherine Marie Paddon 
MACNA CUM IAUDE 
Kristi Rae Parris 
Kaihleen A. Peters 
Laura Patricia Phillips ft 
CUM LAUDE 
Mary Theresa Polakowski 
MACNA CL'M l.AUI)E 
Samantha Johanne Price 
MACNA CUM LACDE 
Jason Guillermo Pureza 
Charisma Racuya Quitog 
Benah Christy Ritamal Ragasa 
Lindsay Ann Railing 
Lia Solana Rarnos 
CUM LAUDE 
Erin Michelle Riley 
Austin David Ritter 
Shyla M. Robischon 
CIJM LAUDE 
Erin Nichole Rockwood 
Vanessa Rosales 
Josie Catherine Rostron 
Dorothy Rose Routi 
(1CM Lii. DE 
Joanna L. Rudin 
Beverly Crisostomo Santiago 
Brittany Anne Scott 
Rim Scm 
(1CM LAUDE 
Rachel Ann Sharkey 
Wendy Beth Shaw 
MA(NA (1CM iAtji)L 
Leah Nicole Shepperd 
Kerry Ann Sjostedt 
MACNA CLIII I.AUDE 
Sarah Keeley Sjostedt 
Sarah Rose Skach 
Laura R. Snydsman 
Meghan Maureen Siorey 
MACNA CUM LIUDE 
Sharon A. Strahart 
CUM LALIDE 
Martin James Sullivan 
Elizaheth Pearson Sutherland 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Michael Anthony Tampien 
Angela Marie Taylor 
Emily Grace Thomas 
CL'M IAUDE 
Lisa Virginia Thorson 
\IA(,LIA CLII Lii DiE 
Megann Tilley 
1 CM LACDE 
John D. Tillv 
Laura M. Truiti 
Erica C. Tuke 
MACNA CCM CAL OF 
lsmael Sans Valclez. 11 
Michelle Marie Van Brenk 
Carol Lynn Vineyard 
Elizabeth M. Vlcek 
CUM LAUDE 
Lindsay Anne Walker 
Jeremiah J. Walsh 
Heather Lee Wehmeyer 
MACNA CLIM LAUDE 
Kassandra Linn White 
Elissa Anne Willis 
(1CM LAUDE 
Amanda Mei Ling Vvong 
(1CM LACDE 
Joshua Adam Dyke Wymer 
Jason Josaku Yada 
CUM LAUDE 
Deven Zipp 
MACNA (1CM LALDE 
College of Nursing, continued 
('oIIcc of 
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J., Award 
F.rika l.vnn Tyler 
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering or computer science student, 
judged on scholarship, leadership, dedication, and inspiration. 
JOHN S. JU Award 
Adam Michael Jensen 
0 MALi I III I Al Iii- 
Martin Anthony Kearney-Fischer 
'II. 
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes wonder at new ideas, curiosity 
to pursue the unknown, and the ability to integrate and apply knowledge. 
College of Science Immaculate Concepta lKyampeire, Sr Bachelor of Science 
and Engineering CUM LAUDE in Civil Engineering 
George M. Simmons, PhD. Dean Kimmy Hoi Yan Lau joshua Daniel Brewer 
Julie Le Craig Alexander Buitrago 
Bachelor ol Arts major in Biology 
Meghan Nicole MacDonald Jacob Vicloran Collins 
Lloryn Louise Hubbard 
Brand), Malia Mattos Dustin Tan DeKoekkoek 
Janeen Ihilani Mie Kageyama MACNA (1CM IJiLlt)I. Michele Margot Filley 
lennilee Kho 
Katrina Marie Morgan William Benjamin Frizzell 
Shannon Lee McDonald 
GUM LILDE Richard Hayden Hawksworth 
Yen Thi Nguyen 
Krista Marie O'Meara Curtis John Jasper 
Lindsay Blair Rice 
Jacqueline Lee Pels Jimmy Jackson Jie SIAL;NA (1CM tAhOE 
Jamie .Almoina Perez Monica Frances Joyce 
Ruben San juan Sonano 
Azzrdal Pugh 11CM IACDE 
Megan Jane Stanley 
Christopher Thomas Ansonio Painville Heekyong Kang 
wiih additional major in Psychology 
(1CM LALIDE Lisa Catherine Knapp 
Carly Miyuki Vv'atanabe 
Karlee Kimiko Hondo-Rust Brian C. Larmore MACNA (1CM LAUDE 
David John Schneider Krisuan Warren Lowrie 
Bachelor of Science in Biology Alberi Hoang Tuyen Vu Mark Mitchell Morrow 
Emily Terese Armgardt Cheryl Elizabeth Williams Richard Emerson Potner 
Bryant Christopher Bamngton Tiberiu Polocoser 
Bachelor of Science 
Sarah Jean Zimmerman Benbow Katie Lynn Roherge 
Kira N. Bendixcn 
in Biochemistry 
Zohrah Satdy 
Adam Michael Jensen 
Erica Ann Bohan David Glen Sommer SCAIMA (1CM LLIJDE 
(1CM LACDE 'I LIMA (1CM LACDE 
Alissa Ford Borda 
Dana Maria Lieu 't 
Timoihy lames Tipton 
CUM LAUDE 
Nicole Renee Bradbury Kurt Alan Truedson 
Patrick James Naleway 
Paul Timothy Brinn Travis Steven 'Welt 
Jacob Robert Ortiz 
C LIM TACIt Nicole Marie Wheeler 
with additional maii'r in English 
Robin Louise Campbell Rachel Anne Wiseman 
ltsumi Andrea Crur 
Julie C. Rice 
Thadd A. Zehnder 
Jonathan Daniel Del Mundo 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
MACNA Ct LI iAtJt)E 
Rachel Rae Suess 
Augusuna Mars Delaney 
(1CM LUDE Bachelor of Science in 
Celia S. Diaz-Caro 
Darbie LaRuth Whitman Clinical Lab Science 
Dang Hai Do CCM [ALOE Karen Lee Ahola 
Brianne Ringwood Duncan 
Leslie Alexandra Lee Dunham 
Lily Wang Bachelor of Arts major 
Jeffrey Medici Engle Bachelor of AIlS 
in Computer Science 
Ashley Quintero Fernandc: major in Chemistry 
Jessica Elizabeth Gunsallus 
Jeffrey Peter Foucrier Anh D. Cao Bachelor of Science in 
Shannon Mane Hogan Bachelor of Science Computer Science 
MACNA (1CM LACDE 
in Chemistry Evan Joseph Borlas 
Charles Oliver Holmes, Ill Jon Goubeaux Chacon James Christopher Frost 
Zaher Hulays Ka Man Chan 
LI LALDE 
Sun Wook Kim Scott Peyton Davis Charles Lavon Garrett 
CUM LAUDE 
Celeste, Ka-Ling Mak Aaron Clark Griffith 
Alexander Gregory Kunz (1CM LAUDE 
Yi Jing 
Nhat MLnh Le 
SLIMM.\ C[ 'd LACDE 
Stephen Anthony Lee 
CUhI [ALOE 
Jeffrey Brian Martinez 
Tegan Alexis Mulholland 
Ky Nhat Phan 
Stephen Tuera 
Christopher A. Youngs -ft  
CLM LALDE 
Bachelor of Science in 
Diagnostic Ultrasound 
Alma N. Ackerman 
Valerie Marie Atkins 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
Teresa Gwyn Bakiano 
MAGNA CLAd LALDE 
Breanna Nicole Beers 
Jessica Carmel Butler 
(1CM [ALOE 
Sarah Jane Curtis 
MACNA (1CM [ALICE 
Tanya Kristen Dissanayake 
Samantha Jean Galbreath 
CUM [ALOE 
Lindsey Joan Gall 
MACNA CLM LALDE 
Maria M. Goodall 
Ariana Nerissa Martoon 
Kilee Marie Owens 
SUMMA CUM LALOI: 
Jenna Layne Rasmusson 
(1CM [ALOE 
Bradley Louis Roberts 
Abby Gerson Rubin 
Keah Jordan Taylor 
MACNA (1CM LALDE 
Amanda M. Tinnemore 
(1CM [ALOE 
Sarah M. Zhivora 
CUM [ALOE 
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering 
Grace Shang-Jiun Chen 
James William Collins 
Edgardo J. Francisco 
Matthew Rajan Gnaneswaran 
John Timothy Michael 
Patrick Halloran 
Mirweis Nazrat 
Martin Anthony Keamey-Fischer 'c 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
Raedeit M. Kifle 
Earl Santos Manlangit 
Joseph Matthew Martin 
Nicholas Kebler McCarty 
James Okullo 
Justin Thomas Rid 
CUM [ALDE 
Leo James Rodgers 
Sonny Daniel Rowland 
Philip Arthur Scougale 
MACNA (1CM [ACDE 
Payton John Thompson 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
Huy Duc Vu 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
David George Wilson, Jr 
Bachelor of Science 
in Environmental Science 
Kyle Steven Graunke 
Bachelor of Science 
in General Science 
Dawn Rene Abbott 
Everest J. Akana 
Kirsten Mortcl Caldejon 
Zachary Brander Foster 
Rachel L. Gehrts 
Miranda Fern Celeste Haley 
MACNA CLM [ALOE 
Annalise Christine James 
MACNA CLM [ALOE 
Glenn Joseph Corral Javelona Jr 't 
Marlaj. Long 
Jennifer Eileen Burclett Marker 
Mark Andrew McGuire 
Rebecca Jean Smith 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
Sara B. Tadesse 
Heather Marie Thorslund 
Bachelor of Arts major 
in Mathematics 
Melanie C. David 
Ysaias Guerrero 
Sara Jane lsaacson 
(1CM ALOE 
Jaimee Ruth 0 Rañola 
Kathryn Yap Vela 
Bachelor of Science 
major in Mathematics 
John Timothy Michael 
Patrick Halloran ft 
Thao Ngoc Nguyen 
Haley Marie Woods 
(1CM [ALOE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Mathematics 
Crystal Wyman Lee 
SLMMA (1CM [ALOE 
Thomas Lyle Shelly 
with additional major in Physics 
(1CM I.ALDE 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering 
George Francis Bacon 
MACNA (1CM [ALOE 
Michael Patrick Clancy 
Andrew Stephen Eastman 
(1CM [ALOE 
Trevor David Garrett 
(1CM [ALOE 
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE 
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE 
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
Kelli Marie Marek 
Matteo Ricci College Bryce William Rassilyer 'i 
Arthur L. FisheF; PhD, Dean SUMMA CLM [ALOE 
Bachelor of Arts 
Peter Michael Redling 
in Ilunianitics Patrick James Reymann Ift 
Teresa Gsr'm Bakiano 
MACNA CUM [ALOE 
MACNA (1CM [ACol: Julie C. Rice 't 
Maryann Louise Boddy 
MACNA (1CM iJICDE 
CLM LALDE Kjersti Marie Sangrey 
Whitney Marie Boot 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Jonathon Peter Brock 
jennifer Leigh Sliger 't 
Kirsten Mortel Caldejon 's 
CUM LAUDE 
Scott Peyton Davis 
Alana Marie Turner 
Jonathan Daniel Del Mundo 
(1CM [A[OE 
Jeffrey Medici Engle ft 
Albert Hoang Tuyen Vu 't 
Ashley Quintero Fernandez 
Christopher A. Youngs 
Anthony James Gillan 
(1CM [ALOE 
Melissa Ann Gruber Bachelor of Arts in 
Lynell Dawn Hansen Humanities for Teaching 
Charles Oliver Holmes, Ill Kelli Marie Marek 
Glenn Joseph Corral Javelona Jr. -t at MMA CUM LAUDE 
Gavin Lee Mirafuernes Landon ' Megan Sarah McGrath 
Natalie Anne Laney Renee Carleen Mindas 
SLMMA (tIM l.AtJDE SLMMA CUM ALOE 
Dana Maria Lieu 't Maria Christina Moreno 
(CM [ALOE Angela Malia Cachero Murphy 
Meghan Nicole MacDonald (1CM ALOE 
Teresa Lynne Mathias Tiffany Anne Pauletto 
Michael Stuart Peabody (1CM [ALOE 
Catherine Mary Prezbindowski Melissa Lynn Starkey 
Mana Elena Prajedes Taylor 
(1LM [ALOE 
Katherine A Zagorski 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Christian Guerrero 
Brian Matthew Hailey 
Ronald Haliman 
Inn 1-laryono 
Nathan James Heitzinger 
.lustin Andrew Hughes 
Jesen Rhesa Irwen 
James Lee Krumwied 
Bnan Patrick Langhans 
James H. Lee 
Andrew Joseph Lybarger 
SL.MMA CLM LALDE 
Christopher Paul Norby 
(1CM [ACD[ 
Julian Thomas Rodgers 
Yuiclii William Sugawara 
Erika Lynn Tyler 
(1LM [ALOE 
Tresha Lanique White 
MACNA CLM ChLOE 
Mochtar Adi Wibowo 
Bachelor of Science 
in Physics 
Martin Anthony Keamey-Ftscher -ft  
MACNA (1CM LILDE 
Awarded to the student or students who most closely realize the 
Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of 
human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse 
explanations, yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any 
truth, yet questions its value and relevance; serves the human 
community, yet asks whether its values accord with the 
continuing revelation of the divine to humanity. 
Arthbithp_RtzyzmmLG. Huiithtzusen 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 
[)evin Anne Seman 	 Given to the student who has offered sig7siflcant service 
to both the university community and the community 
at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values 
ofcollaborative leadershp in service to others. 
PROVOST'S AWARD 
Erin Denise Schnabl 	 Given at the discretion of the Deans' Council to the graduating senior 
who has entered Seattle University as a ttansfer student from another 
isi i u. 	 college or university and has maintained the highest Seattle University 
ma/ 
I 
or HI 	 grade point average through the undergraduate degree. 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
Caroline Camille Dennis 	Given at the discretion of the Deans' Council to the graduating 
senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time freshman and 
has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average 
10 I-colOn) 	 throughout the undergraduate degree. 
2007 HONOR'S PROGRAM 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an historically ordered, 
integrated study of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical 
awareness of human thought and achievement in the sociocultural context. After completing the Honors Program, students 
pursue degree requirements in a specfic major. The 2007 degree candidates who completed the Honors Program are: 
Jean Marie Callan 
Economics 
Philosophy 
Shasti Kernai Kathleen Conrad 
Sociology/Departmental honors 
Susan Hartmann Craig 
Marketing 
Caroline Camille Dennis 
English 
Economics 
Erin Kathleen Foran 
EnglishlDepartmental honors 
Jeffrey Peter Foucrier 
Biology 
Margaret Allison Frazier 
Public Affairs 





M. Madeleine Hottman 
Public Affairs 
Philosophy 
Emily Catherine James 
Political Science 
Kathleen Ann Kline 
History/Depa rt mental honors 
English 
John Philip McCartney 
English 
Megan Tobias Necly 
History/Departmental honors 
Hollis-Anthony William Ramsey 
International Studies/Politics 
Tara Lynn Rice 
Economics 
Philosophy 
Luis Antonio Vila-Flenninger 
Sociology 












I 	 I 
 
ORDER OF EVENTS 
Graduate Ceremony 
PROCF.SSI() NA  1, \VFLC( )lF 
Pomp and Circumstance Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
Edward Elgar President 
David W. Madsen, PhD 
Grand Marshal 1RESE\iA FE( )N OF 
HONORAR\ l)EGREEI 
Gregory M. Magnan, PhD Stephen V. Sundborg, S.j., STD 
Assistant Marshal President 
Margit McGuire, PhD john D. Eshelman, PhD 
Assistant Marshal Provost 
Rev. Michael Raschko, PhD 
Assistant Marshal kl-ICOGNIll( )N ( )F 
Kent Robinson, PhD 
PR( )FESS( )RS L\IERIII 
Assistant Marshal Kristin E. Guest, PhD 
Katherine Schlick Noe, PhD 
S ILDENT SPEAI<ER 
Assistant Marshal 
Charee Laureen Taccogno 
William Weis, PhD Master of Science in Nursing 
Assistant Marshal College of Nursing 
CON VOCA]1( )N PR[SEN....XIION OF DF,(;RF ES 
John D. Eshelman, PhD Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
Provost President 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
NAFIONAL .\NlFIfC\l Provost 
jamie Balducci 
Institutional Research! 
Office of the Provost 
I N \ I) C AT F ON 
Kristin E. Guest, PhD 
Department of Counseling 
and School Psychology 
College of Education 
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HLJNFHAUSL\ 
OLTS ...ANDING SERVICE AWARE) 
Kathleen M. Pinard 
Master of Arts in 
Transforming Spirituality 
School of Theology and Minist7y 
EFNEDICIl( )N 
Rev. James E. Eblen 
School of Theology and Minisuy 
R F( 1SS1O  N AL 
Voluntary on old 100th 
H. Purcell 
two degrees awarded 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
(,IICLC iii l.cLlC.lt 101 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdD, Dean 
Doi or of I ihoat ion 
ill I (ltICi lothul I cucicrship 
Douglas Bryan Boushey 
Robert A. Brownlow 
Doreen A. Cato 
Elsa Topacio Valenciano Eager 
Barbara Smith Gilbert 
Deborah Ann Gohrke 
Susan R. Kilka 
Donald Lyle Mabbott 
Melissa E. Mecham 
Hallie Watson Olson 
Harvey Eugene Pegues 
Robert Joseph Trumpy 
I (lli(ttOfldl 'pcuial 	i 
tu 5iIuuol l'' i 
Monica C. Best 
Jessica Michel Burghardt 
Anna M. Davidson ft 
Andrea M. Fredrickson t 
Jennifer Anne Gerlach 't 
Mdli S. Hessler 
Jonathan Charles 1-lorwath iit 
Harnet M. Lodge 
Erika Kirsten Sinikka Longley t 
Elizabeth T. Mann 
Renee Lyn Roudehush -ft  
Matthew James Shedlock 
Darren S. Spencer 
Robin D. Thoren 't 
David Craig Updike Jr. 
\Iatcr in I cachinc 
Kalle Jean Andrea 
Laura Jennifer Barnes 
Charles Ehren Berger 
Dana Heller Bettinger 
Kate Megan Billings 
Dana Foote Bogel 
Cohn Dare Bush 
Natalie Frances Campbell 
Anna Louise Carter 
Garrett Garland Chan 
Kelly A. Christiansen 
Sarah Elizabeth Cowart 
Norma Lissette Cuevas 
Adnenne Curtis 
Jessica Lynne Darling 
Irene Ann DeLeon 
Anne Therese Durako 
Timothy Michael Dustan 
David William Edelman 
Maggie J. Eldredge-Burns 
Alice Altair Enevoldsen 
Melanie Ann Eubank 
Allison Bufhngton Fast 
LaNiece Paige Fenton 
Michelle Marie Garlatz 
Angela Jeanine Gengras 
Kelly Lee Ginthner 
Gabrielle Brady Gousie 
Karen Lorraine Greytak 
Justun Benjamin Hendrickson 
Man Hokama 
Shannon Houghton 
Colette joy Jackson 
Meredith Anne Jarvimaki 
jamie Lynn Jensen 
Elizabeth Marie Kelley 
Sarah Louise Kelley 
Andreas Michael Kidd 
Kelly Danielle Kim 
Jonathan M. Ko 
Kristin Catherine Kuzmanich 
Bradley Lorenz Laesch 
Julia Rae Landa 
Megan E. Lantry 
Jenny Jinyoung Lee 
Kathryn Lee Lindstrom 
Elizabeth Elann Luwe 
Maria C. Manca 
Ashley Nichole McCabe 
Heather Noel McClung 
Molly Egan McFarland 
Laura Ann Merced 
Nicholas Bauer Monroe 
Mary Katherine Morrison 
Marisa Julianne Muniz 
Sheena Marie Nash 
Jennifer Claire Newell 
Elizabeth Gray Nicholls 
Tracy Kazuko Nishimura 
Jason Anthony Odem 
julianne Lee Olsson 
William David Paaruaneri 
Emily Beth Palmuier 
Zoe Alexandra Parkman 
Holly Danielle Patterson 
Dma Maksimovna Pavlyuk 
Emily Nicole Potts 
Nisha Lou Pun 
Timothy A. Raines 
Lindsey Rhiann Richards 
Sarah Masayo Sakimae 
Melinda jane Schwartz 
Carrie Marie Sekijima 
Jennifer Lynn Sharp 
Susan Helen Shea 
Stephanie Lynn Stansell 
Robert Danyon Stearns 
Mark Benjamin Stephan 
Jennifer L. Stockdale 
Enn Kathryn Straube 
Simone Annette Sutton 
Michelle Lynne Taylor 
Stacia Maureen Tellefson 
Rina Kornn Thun 
Amanda Beth Turner 
Sara Ann Waters 
Sara Martin Weisweaver 
Gretchen Allyson Wend 
Carolyn Anne Williamson 
Sarah Elizabeth Zoref 
\l:t',tct of Art, in 
Education it dult 
L du cit i out and Trai Iii ng 
Jennifer M. Nicholas 
%lastur of Lducat fois in ,cIul t 
Education and Training 
Heidi Sheneberger Crose 
Jacquelyn 1. Dutdut 
Catherine Grey England 
Leonore Belle Faulds 
Rachel Lynne Fischer 
Robert Jenkins Freer 
Mark Joji Keitges 
Kristen Meredith Morgan-May 
Kristin Ann Risinger 
Rebecca Schwartz 
Benjamin David Sims 
\Iasieu of '\rt'., nu 
l:ducstiott itt ('ou.urusclntg 
Bridgette Agpaoa Ryder 
Sharon Nicole Michelle Arthur 
Deborah Lynn Ausema-Tucker 
Vincent John Baker 
Jonas Brandon Ban 
Clara Irene Beeman 
Erin Allen Brower 
Monica Eshivan Cheng 
Anna M. Davidson 't 
Peter M. Fabish 
Sarah Elizabeth Flynn 
Andrea M. Fredrickson 't 
Marc Charles Fredsori 
Gia Michele Fusaro 
Jennifer Anne Gerlach 't 
Carrie D. Homer 
Jonathan Charles Horwath eu 
Katie W 1-luguenin 
Erika Kirsten Sinikka Longley 'et 
Laura Dean Miller 
Patrick Daniel Muchmore 
Jennifer Anne Murdock 
Charles Justin Pere 
Renee Lyn Roudebush eu 
Lisa Renee Rudduck 
Rosemary Ruptic- Kramm 
Sarah Ryan Rydell 
Dani Lauren Seudensteun 
Matthew James Shedlock 
Darren S. Spencer 
Robin D. Thoren u 
Shawna Marie Webley 
Danielle A. Yamada 
\lasicr of Arts in I1 i l tiut n oti 
iii C urriculutri intl lust runt ton 
Rebecca Joanne Clark 
\Itsicr ot Editcation Ill 
(.nrriculuni antI I niruict roil 
Katherine Han Akesson 
Rebecca Mane Arness 
Patricia Ann Ashby 
Lisa Anne Baker 
Michael Dominic Bartone 
Timothy Craig Frost 
Michelle Godfrey 
Sally Estep Haber 
\Iasier of I.clucatiuutr in 
I ducation ,'idrninisi rat iu,tt 
Erika Jolene Ayer 
Keith Alan Christensen 
Patricia Jean Green 
Sheryl Ann Lundahl 
Paula Ann Montgomery 
Tamra Felice Prince 
Julia M. Rudd 
Wayne R. Thomasson 
\l asit r oF Education in 
literacy For Special Need, 
RexannaJ. Chrisler 
Elizabeth F. Kappler 
Erin Colleen Keogh 
Katherine Suzanne Lyden 
Charmayne June McKee 
Alyssa Jean Powers 
Lorna M. Robinson 
Lisa Renee Klukas-Sorenson 
Marsha Lynne Stephan 
\tastei' of Education 
ill Special Edneanon 
Holly Ann Bryant-Morehead 
Jayne Criddle 
Dorothy Louise McDermott 
Marianne McLaughlin 
MichaelJ. Szott 
\laster of Arts in 
Sun tIe itt Develop ni en 
,\dmi tnt ration 
Tonja L. Brown 
Shannon Elizabeth Foley 
Andrea Louise Ide 
Amber Lynn Lont 
Melissa Elizabeth Shaub 
Nekesa C. Straker 
Karli J.  Winters 
utasier of Education in 
Student Developmeni 
Administ rat ion 
Nadeje Alexandre 
Kiaira Christina Denise Bell 
Heather Marie Brett 
Catherine Mei Yee Coolidge 
Heather Lynn Galloni 
Andy Hams 
Laura Lee Flauck 
Ryan Patrick Howe 
Heather Dragland Jenks 
Amy Justine Lonn-O'Brien 
Solynn Robert-Paul McCurdy 
Jessica Faye Mervts 
Sreymom Serey 
Rebecca Victoria Sullivan 
Kristen Lei Kiyoko Urata 
Meghan Elizabeth Volk 
Kirsten Irene Weber 
Master of Arts in Education 
in Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
Amy Kathenne Brewer McManus 
Chisako Mizutani 
si. lGXllUS 01:  l.OYOI.A Award 
iauinon Floughron 
co 	i I Soc 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in the College of Educarion 
Thacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in 
student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and evidence of leadership. 
Ii Ril Ol 11 IL S(l 1001, 01  EDUCATION Award 
l),oi ic. Ic A. 	nuacLu 
The Spirit of the College of Education Award is presented to the student who exemp1fies 
the College of Education mission ofpreparing ethical and refiectivepractitionersfor quality 
service in diverse communities. The student demonstrates excellence in aca.demics as well 
as service to the program, school, campus or greater community. 
College of Education, continued 
/oioI o/ 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS ta',t er ol 1_duca Lion 
in 	Ii, 	Ii rit. 	liz1 
I in 
Jarallah Musaed Alghizzi 
Nicole L. Auger 
Timothy Camin 
Sureeporn Chinsethagij 
Joseph 1  Croner 
iii 
li. 
Wallace Loh, PhD, Dean 
	
\ii idii 	\li',iii 	ii 
lii I cadc r'Ii ii 
Cory Armstrong-Hoss 
Julie S. Bell 
Christine Skowronek Berry 
Amy E. Besunder 
Nathaniel J.  Foster 
Ran-lynn Frank 
JoAnna Gamble 
Hilary Anne Hager 
Migee Marie Ilan 
Marie Van Vi Hoang 
Mark Edward Howard 
Jennifer Marie Keene 
Corinne M. O'Connell 
Scott L. Polovitch-Davis 
Laura Rhiannon Pritchard 
Esmeralda Ramos 
G. Grant Roane 
Hillary Niles Rossi 
Eskinder B. Sarka 
Cherie L. Skager 
Jennifer Velotia 
Merica Donnette Whitehall 
Katie Lynn Vs'olstenholme 
\Ii',iir ,iI 	ii '- Ili 
I 1 igiii i:.0 inti.il  
,iiid Ri'ii',', 
Nancy Richardson Ahern 
Isha R. Alexander 
Mary Elizabeth Allison 
Mervin P Antonio 
Camille Ida Baldassar 
Virginia Marie Beck 
Dana Carroll Boales 
Sarah Brie Buizine 
Steven Michael Byers 
Thomas Edward Carpenter 
Yolanda Marie Christianson 
Carly Christine Clay 
Elizabeth Sarah Davis 
Jennifer Anne Devenyns 
Nancy Lynn Dunn 
Jesi Anne Easton 
Mary Ellen Guiberson 
Michelle Leigh Huher 
Anne M. Jess 
Virginia Kim 
Feroshia R.J.Knight 
Emily Lynn Koft 
Shelley Drennan 
John Stuart Feltis 
Andrea Mane Fredricks 
Marquita Green 
Ashlie Mane 1-lasson 
Mina Jung 
Sun Bum Kwon 
Jin A Lee 
BarbaraJ. Lewy 
Li Lu-Porter 
Julia Gregson Lynden 
Susan D. Mane 
Barbara E. Nombalais 
Cheryl Nakata Paston 
Ruth Newcomb Radford 
Ellen Raim 
Stela Rajic 
Venus Adriana Rekow 
Matthew Allen Smidt 
Rebecca Marjorie Terry 
Karen Iee Whisler 
Missy White 
Scott Alan Willard 
Suzanne Ruth Williams 
Greg D. Williamson 
Katharine Ann Wismer 
\t,i'ocr ol .\ri'. iii !",'i lioli'is 
Allison Carol Ankney 
Julia Babkina 
Taryn Nicole Bakkane 
Tara Renee Breitenbucher 
Linette Renee DeGroot 
Jennifer Nicole Dire 
Philip Andrew Egly 
Samuel Mathew Hintz 
Molly Ann LaBelle 
Ariel Rain Larson 
Heather Juanita Martin 
Anne Elizabeth Maurcr 
Jennifer Kay Miller 
Justtn L. Minigh 
Anna Margaret Orton 
Trevor James Slocurn 
Helena Choi Soholm 
Sheila R. Stotland 
Lisa Lynn Waugh 
\la',ter of l'ubl i 
-\dminist ration 
Somaythia T. Airhart 
Kendra Rose Allen 
Donald James Alveshere 
Lawand S Anderson 
Mann Cushman Anderson 
Nancy A. Arens 
Sheila Malia-Rei Arias 
Michelle Lee Austin 
Philip Todd Ayles 
H. Maryanri Budlong 
Marea Angela Casiafleda 
Katie Anne Connor 
John Daniel McCarthy 
Carlos Vy'illiam Morado 
Erik Sommargren 
Chnsiopher David Swanhing 
Jun Wang 
Karne A. Zylstra-Myton 
Richard Allen Cronk 
Joyce R. Cubelo 
Jessica Enn Curtis 
Bruce Scott Davis 
Mariah Gabrielle Dubnow 
Joel Martin Feldman 
Taninha L. Ferreira 
Mellicia Kay Ferrier 
Carrie Jessica Fulton 
Tricia Leanne Gill 
Ton Lynn Hamilton 
John David Handy 
Amanda Colleen Haney 
Shawli J. Hathaway 
Thomas Lindsay Howard, II 
Michael Topacio Inocencio 
Mark Andrew Jamieson 
Michael D. Johnson 
Teresa Marie Johnson 
Florence N. Kirrage 
Grace KahnCharaVatey Kong 
Nikki Lac Huang 
Julian Laserna 
Tara L. Lee 
Sherrie Wing Leung 
Jason Lindahl 
Martin Robert Loefflad 
Robert Gary McAlister 
MonicaJ. McCallum 
Tammy Eileen McCorkle 
David Justin Mitchell 
Lori Ann Nixon 
Erin Emi Okuno 
Penney Radillo 
Megan Elizabeth Ridout 
Shiny Safra 
Kateri R. Schlessman 
Allison Campbell Schwartz 
John Edward William Shepherd 
Tyler Eugene Staal 
Scott A. Terada 
Heather Marie Thomas 
Hiedi Shamelle Thomas 
Tee-Ta LeNay Walker 
Amy Lynn White 
Dtamatris J. Winston 
\Ia',icn of Sport 
.\d ministration 
and Leadership 
Tray Kyle Kirby 
Quinn S. Pacini 
Jessica Kathleen Pennington 
Susan Rachel Tribe 
hi 	tic 	.ini I 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD, Dean 
Rti',iiir' 
.\clnijnisiraiion 
Alden Fernald Adams 
Adrian Aditya 
Rami 0. Al-Kabra 
Scott T. Allen 
Robert Howard Alley 
Anders Loren Anderson 
Kevin Neil Anderson 
Mary Leigh Anderson 
Velitchka Ivanova Anguelov 
Nicole Karene Bahr 
Brandon M. Baker 
Steven L. Baker 
Todd Michael Baldwin 
Kevin C. Bartholomae 
Martino Westhrook Basile 
Michael E. Baum 
Lisa Marie Beach 
Jason C. Berger 
Nitin Shawn Bhagat 
Holda Anne Biskehorn 
John Thomas Bothwell 
Matthew Carl Bourne 
Samuel Warren Burch 
Lakshmi Burt 
Anthony Cangialosi 




Frank John Colich 
Margaret Ann Coughlin 
Scott Stephenson Curtis 
Tatyana Dolgaya 
Denisa Crinela Dragoste 
Vincent M. Driano 
Patrick Tierney Drum 
Sean Michael Duckart 
Heather A. Elliott 
Dennis Robert Elonka Jr. 
Jeremy Ira Eubanks 
Jeetendra Falodia 
Forrest Hoxie Fariefl 
Eli W Fluke 
Mark Gordon Foss 
Federico Javier Franco Jimenez 
Sonya Ann Funkhouser 
Adam Glick 
Steven T Goetz 
Sandra Gilford Goldade 
Dana Mane Gran 
Adam Michael Guenther 
Lucas Lynn Hagan 
Judson Alfred Hall 
Kimberly Karen Hammer 
John Kyle Hancock 
Jeremy M. Harlan 
Lort A. Harrison 
Randolph Charles Hasson 
Anisha J. Hathiramani 
Walter C. Haugland 
Tatsuro Hayashi 
Kenneth Lawrence Henshaw 
Wan-ju Ho 
Cara Chnsnne Bennink 
Katherine Wilson Holder 
Sonialy Christine Hoy 
Gary Hsiao 
Denise Rieko Ikeda 
Georgey Henry lvanov 
Sara Laurel Jackets 
Carol A. Jacobi 
Ahmed Nabyl Jalal 
Leigh Andrea Jasper 
Shamayal Jawed 
Chas Jeffnes 
Erin C. Jensen 
Eric Jethrokusumo 
Brenda Mae Johnson 
Jeffrey Y. Ju 
Mohammad Bashir Kaddoura 
l..alon M Kasuske 
Kenneth Khoo 
Enca Lynn Thiel Kinghoni 
Richard James Krones 
James David Lake 
Michael John Lang 
Jennifer Pilarca Lantoria 
Elizabeth Ann Larson 
Kris Eugene Larson 
John Trestin Lauricella 
Sheryl A. Law 
JungKoo Lee 
Wayne Lee 
Brian Keith Leniker 
Kristie Brewer Lemmon 
James Edward LeRoy 
Meng-Min Lin 
Bradly James Lincoln 
Lauren Davis Lloyd 
Nathan C. Luber 
David Henry Luke 
Nicholas John Lynn 
Daniel Thomas Mahoney 
Shannon Lee Mann 
Minako Masaki 
Jason McCauley 
Kelly M. McCauley 
Laurie M. McCulley 
Kirsti Annette Melby 
Elizabeth M. Menozzi 
Kelly Anne Meyers 
Carolyn Jean Michalske 
Sanjeevini Manish Mittal 
Puja Modi 
Kenneth Edward Paul Mott 
Jack Marcus MowreaderJr. 
Jeremy Todd Munn 
Paula Lee Munson 
Wendy Chandra Musherto 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Missy K. Walher, PhD, Dean 
It of Si Clii I 
in Nut sing 
Alan Paul Abrams 
Annie Alidina 
Melissa Marie Atkins 
Patricia Berry 
Michele Lee Brown 
Charlene Marie Brush 
lmelda Chen.Lo Cheng 
Samantha Louise Clarke 
Anna Kristine Schug Clayton 
lseasa Combs 
Deborah Ann Coughlin 
Seth Patrick Cowan 
Heidi Marie Dishneau 
Jessica N. Fahey 
Terra Judd Grandmason 
Laura Suzanne Hopper 
Molly Rachel Inden 
Arlene Maria Jackson 
Kristin Marie Jeppesen 
Arica L. Keyser 
Andrew R Kruse 
Angela Ladenburg Lindquist 
Lindsay Beth l.eeder 
Chnstina S.N. Leong 
Jennifer Lynne Marsidi 
Victoria Dian Reinholz 
Mary Dawn Sienkiewicz 
Lauren Ashley Sokolik 
Charee Laureen Taccogno 
Amy Beth Vraney Virnig 
Amy MacVeagh Wagenseller 
Eileen Hanley Weeg, MSN 
Andreya Michelle Wein 
Kristen Beth Wheelwright 
Bruce Allen Wyllie 
(;RADLrVIE S1lJl)E\T 
EXCELLENCE Award 
I 	i\!C\ okohL 
The JoAnn McFadden Graduate 
Student Excellence Award recognizes 
and honors an outstanding graduating 
MSN student who reflects the Seattle 
University mission. The graduate 
student demonstrates excellence in 
leadersh,a abilities and manifests 
commitment to service through 
involvement with college, universit',t 
and community activities. The 
award honors the memory ofJoAnn 
McFadden, a former graduate student 
in the College of Nursing, who herself 
em bodied these characteristics. 
jERRY A. VIS( 1l( )\E 
Mary I.citli Airon 
Presented to the outstanding graduating graduate business student 
in the Albers School of Business and Economics to recognize 
exceptional academic performance. This award exemp/fiesJeny 
A. Viscione commitment, during his tenure as dean of The 
Albers School of Business and Economics from 1988-1997, to 
promoting academic excellence while developing students to be 
leaders ofhigh integrity who are committed to serving others. 
Michael Todd Nelson 
Tram Anh Nguyen 
Julie ODonnell 
Danielle M. Olinger 
Tanantha Paweenwivayaroj 
Katherine Jane Phelps 
Rinda Joy Picard 
Noah Eugene Pieper 
Preveena Premraj 
1-Itlary Starling Prentice 
Justin W Rae 
Katharine Ruth lrby Rindal 
Jalyn L. Roberts 
Susan Marie Roberts 
Mark Joseph Salmon 
Rafael Augusto Sanchez 
Melissa Diane Sanders 
james Patrick Schalla 
Joan M. Scheidegger 
Ryan Michael Schmid 
Steven John Schoonveld 
Randall Wade Schreckhise 
Brandon Robert See 
Jamie Lee Selby 
Wesley Shu 
Michael W Siegle 
Sean William Sigmon 
Karen Vising Simmons 
Karma Lee Sinclair 
Melissa Marie Speck 
Michael C. Stasia 
Robert B Stevens Jr 
Robert Thomas Stevenson 
Sidney Lynn Strong 
Haenry Sugiharto 
Sarah Lynn Swezey 
DongFeng Tan 
C,ndi Michie lashima 
Christopher Ryan Taylor 
Jeremiah William Taylor 
Christopher G. Terp 
Clifton Helmut Teschke 
Susan Jayde Thai 
Charles W Thompson Ill 
Megan Danielle Tormey 
Chi Phuong Iran 
Fiona Pei-Chi Tsao 
Clinton Scott Tucker 
Susan Joanne Turnquisi 
Akiomi tJchida 
Philip P Venti 
Mario Francisco Villa 
Tapanee Vongsena 
Rusheng Wang 
Ian Earl Ward 
James Vvee 
Ya-Wan Wei 
Christina Lynn Wcsierdal 
Andry Wijaya 
Melanie Michelle Shaff 
Jamie Ann Vst.tng 
Paisal Wongpaisaljaroen 
Jariene Elizabeth Worthington 
Hung Ching James Wu 
Wu, Pci-Sian (Queeny) 
Chia-Jung Yang 
Jason Alexander Yunker 
Luis H. Zapata 
Master ol Business 
.Adnuiiistration/Jttris Doctor 
Jessica Lynn Allen 
Norman Golden 
Peter Ryan Hulbert 
Antony Michael Lupton 
\laster of 
International Btisi tess 
Sarah Lynn Bell 
Joel Montelle Bolstad 
Traci M. Ecker 
Elena Stanislavovna Kamaeva 
Biruk Denbie Kibret 
Karsten Koerper 
Carrie Susanne Larsen 
Stephen James Papineau 
Amber Lee Plumb 
Joni S. Warren 
Ying Yang 
Richard Mingjie Yin 
Master of Professional 
\ceount ing 
James Edmund Burke Applegate 
Ryan Clay Bischoff 
Krystal Renee Duncan 
Issam Errahmani 
Zhenya Fu 
Kara M. Gardner 
Sheena Marie Hewitt 
Van Thanh Hoang 
Kawsu Jaiteh 
Kelley Marie Kohn 
Hsiao-Yuan Maggie Ku 
Jane Li 
Alex Chia-Hurig Lin 
Joshua James Lipps 
Yi-Hung Liu 
Dana Kim Lukes 
Suzie Burtchaell Markin 
Warren B. Northrop 
Eli Lev Sonkin 
Takuya Tsuruta 
Mil'tel of 	icitec 
in I inanci' 
Rebecca Kate Andrade 
Alia Gerurigan Andres 
Anupam BahI 
David Christopher Burns 
Amanda Marie Butler 
Stephen Michael Chadhourne 
Pete Chikos 
Matthew Charles Deming 
Patrick Jerome Greiner 
Samuel Tyke Howard 
Laura Sumi Kang 
Robin Michelle King 
Ling Liu 
Arthur F Pomeroy 
Kevin R. Schoenen 
Michael Joseph St rack 
Shang-Chi Sung 
Laird Earl Vernon II 
Hung Chirig James Wu t 
Nlaste r ol 	lie 
in I inance/J uris I)oc tot 
Kasia Marie Benson 
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
	
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY 
.1 	1 
George M. Simmons, PhD, Dean 
\la',tcr of ''oll\\ r( 
igi rluuil 
Emad Ghazi Attallah 
Jay C. Barker 




Craig A Pendleton 
William Ryan Poindexter 
Kiranmayl Rani 
Ruchi Shewaramani 
Li J. Stephen Riley Silber 
Jason Carr Taylor 
Ward Wesley Vuillemot 
Kyle Robert Welling 
John Desmond Whelan 
Karl Wiegand 
Wai Chun Wong 
David Matthew Yager 
Id \ I 
Mark IJoyd Tayloi PhD, Acting Dean 
of l)ivinii 
Jan Marie Dronberger Cherry 
George lsiah Davenport, Jr. 
Linda Pedersen Fowler 
Allan Ross Grazier 
Allen Lynn Hicks 
Esther Marie Lucero-Miner 
Claudia DL Pétursson 
Cathenne Close Schneider 
Linda M. Smith 
Nanette Marie Waldie 
51 "1 u&I 
Anne Cathryn Aumell 
Dennis Lee Canton 
Colette Meda Casavant 
Anita Louise Florence 
Steven Edward Greenebaum 
Jimmie Alfred James 
Page Elizabeth Lane 
Tanya Ann Lange 
Renee Andrea Lindstrom 
Jennifer A. MacDonald 
Joy Marie Martin 
Helen Orrne 
Lynda Sue Petrenchak 
Mirya Teresa Roach (Muñoz) 
Carl Douglas Smith 
Joan Staples 
Sharen B. Teesdale 
'1 	\. i'. 
I is iI 	liii 'g 	p I 	U. l 
Patrick James Koeplin 
Kathleen M. Pinard 
James Adelard Plourde 
Sue Polnaszek 
//!•. 	 (,,• !Iui!!;,IIL::';! 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 
Given to the ssdent who has cffed sicanr sice 
to both the university community and the community 
at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values 
of collaborative leadership in service to others. 
2006— 2007 Educational Leadership 
GRADUATE DISSERTATION TITLES 
Douglas Brs an Boushev 
Opportunity to Learn: Impact on Math Performance 
Among African American and Latino Students 
Chair: Daisy Arredondo Rucinski 
ii 	\ 	1i1 	Ofl ItO,', 
Finding Way: Post-Teachers' Strike Relationship 
Recovery and School District Renewal 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
Oolccll \ ( a 
The Leader Within: Llnderstanding the Impact 
of Childhood Trauma on Leadership 
Chair: Roberto A. Pena 
1 1'.1 1p.it it \ , l.iiuiant 	I 
A Study of English Language Learners' 
Empowerment Through Music 
Chair: Roberto A. Peria 
Barbara S in jilt (,i] hurt 
The Creative Process and Leadership 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
I 	ii I 	Ii 	I alt 
How Hope Functions 
in Leadership 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
Sit,tii1 R. l\I La 
An Analysis of the Dependable Strengths Articulation 
Process and the Theory of Optimal Experience 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
l)tmnald I Ic \tahht>t 
The Writer's Voice and Self-Efficacy: An Exploration 
Chair: Roberto A. Peria 
I. \ticham 
The Effects of a Peer-Mentoring Program on the 
Students' Perceptions of the Teaching Effectiveness 
of New Adjunct Faculty 
Chair: Roberto A. Pefia 
I sILo \\:t.ttn 	l'.oII 
Nonprofit Workforce Succession Planning: 
Requisites for Senior Center Talent Management 
In The 21st Century 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
list' tt I ilgunu l'cgnt'. 
Constructivism and Leadership: A Content Analysis 
of Educational Administ ration Quarterly; 1999-2005 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
I 	hut: I 	u1h I miii P' 
The Impact of an Academic Recovery Program 
on Underpeiforming First-Year College Students' 
Retention, Grade Point Average, and Credits Earned 
Chair: John Jacob Gardiner 
Service during the 2006-2007 academic year 
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 
Board of Trustees 2006-2007 Theodore J. Collins Maureen Lee Robert A Rathffe 
Phyllis]- Casipbell Of Counsel, Perkins CiSc, LI.P Seattle, WA Senior Vice President. Kennedy 
Chair, Board of Trustees Maria Dalla Gasperina Gordon A. McHenrr, Jr. Associates Real Estate Counsel, Inc. 
President and Chief Executive Officer Seattle, WA Director, Coiporate Strategy & Northwest Region Rick C. Redmari 
The Seattle Foundation Peter B. Ely, S.J. Community 6-Education Relations Chairman 
Carolyn S. Kelly Rector oftheJesuii Community The Boeing Company Sellen Construction 
Vice Chair. Board of Trtsatees Professor, Theology and Religious Studies John W Metsenbach Stuart T Rolfe 
President and Chief Operating Officer Seattle University President, MCM, A Mciseitbach Company President. Wright Hotels, Inc. 
The Seattle Times Anne V Farrell Dan W Murphy Dave Sabey 
Kent L Johnson Civic Leader General Pairrter, Fort Wright LLC Pretident, Sabev Corporation 
Sec retarv, Hoard of trustees Seattle, WA Spokane, James D. Sinegal Managing Director 
Alexander Hutton Venture Partners LP 
Patrice M. Ferach Carol Kobuke Nelson President & CEO, Costco Wholesale 
Civic Leader President and CEO Betty L. Woods 
Stephen V Sutvdborg, S. J. Seattle, WA Cascade Financial Corporation Seattle, WA 
Er Officio, Board of Trustees Steven V Hooper Dennis R. Parnell, S.J. 
President Seattle University Partner, tynition Partners Treasurer Trustee5 Emeriti 
Michael S. Bayard, S.J. Patrick Howell, SJ. California Province of the Society of Jesus Rlsoady R Lee,Jr Co-Director, Magis 
Seattle University 
 Seattle University Tom Pigott Bellevue, WA 
Scott W Coble. Sf. 
Patrick M 	Kelly. S.J. Seattle, WA Robert D. O'Brien 
Jesuii Community 
Theology and Religious Studies Stephen A. Pnsett, S.f. Bainbridge Island, WA 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA 
Seattle University Prc'sident, University of San Francisco 
Anrt Wyckoff 
Seattle, WA 
Board of Regents 2006-2007 Marilyn D. Clement Jeffrey C. Grant Larry P Nejasrnich 
Theresa M. Gallant Execuirve Director Partner, Aoki, Soharrtoto, Grant LI..? Presidcr,t, Marelich Mechanical Co., Inc. 
Chair Clement Family Foun da tion - Myra B. Hanover Carol V Penny 
Development Director ChristopherJ. Corr Community Voltsnteer Cotnmunity Volunteer 
Hov Names Academy Si. Vice President 




Retired Attorney Michael P Hosterrnan William I. Ramsden 
Seattle University Senior Consultant, ClearPoint Partner, Business Consulting Services, IBM 
William J. Sullivan, S.J. 
Hon, Anita Crawford-Willis 
Judge, Adpninistratts'e LOW 
Patnck Howell, S.J. Connie Rogel 
Er Officio Office of Administrative Hearings 
Vice President Jar Mission & Ministry Community Volunteer 
Chancellor, Seattle University Seattle Office 
Seattle Universirs' ' Judy L. Rogers 
Stephen V Sundborg, Si. John W Jack) Davsd Steven Holing Community Voluniees 
Es Officio Chief Mat holing Officer Past Owner, Haling Britthers Chevrolet Co-Chair of the Seattle University 
President, Seattle University Sarata Capital Helen M. Jolly College of Education Advisory Board 
Duotsg V 	oung" lruong Manlyn 0. Dennehy 
Communi 	Volunteer ty Raymond Russo 
President, P P Management, Inc Er Officio Community Volunteer Robert L. Jones 
President, ASSU Paul I 	deVille Senior Vice President John 't (Jack) Southall 
Seattle University Principal Qwest Communications Retired, The Boeing Company 
William F Almon Transpacific Investments, u.0 Anne P. Kilcup Samuel R. Sperry 
Manitger/Broker/Auy. Anthony G. DiRe Community Volunteer Board of Directors, Habitat for Humanity 
Almon Realty, Inc. Dentist Rsisalyn C. Kwsn Seattle, Soul h.King Cots sty Branch 
Mary LouAmen  Jan Dssyet Vice President Joseph J. Straus 
Principal, Venture Management Assoc. ates Community Volunteer Worldwide Imports, Inc. Chair, Construction Practice Group 
Maria Barrienios James 	Dykeman .J. 
Butch L Leonardson Bullivant Houser Bailey, PC 
Managing Member and Principle President, Dymarco Vice President and CIO Kevin C. Suther 
Barisentos, LLC Boeing Employees Credit Union President, KCS Realty Services, Inc. 
Carol Ann Barmckol 
William F Eisiminger 
President and Owner Patrick P Mahoney Kip Toner 
Consultant, Social Services Barcelona Enterprises, inc Retired President, Bap Toner Benefit Auctions 
Maureen Benoliel Thomas H. [Izey 
CEC.) of Affiliated Health Services Michael L. Tcirre 
Board, Seattle University Co-Founder, Alexander Hutton, Inc Michael K. Mastro Chairman, Ssnshtne Disposal 
College of Education Advisoty Council Owner, Masiro Properties Greg C. Van Pelt 
Robert C. Blethen 
Michael 0. Evered 
Past Owner Curly McNamee Vice President and Chief Executive 
Vice President of Marketing &llevse Liitclort-Merctsry-Si.erl Manager, Health and Safety Institute Providence Health System 
The Seattle Times-Retired The Boeing Company Washington Region 
Roberi Brennan 
Ronald J. Giuffre 
tns'rstinent Consultant  
Andrew D. Mirkovich Deborah Wtlds 
President, Brennan Vacations Vice Preotdent, Portfoloio Strategies President and CEO 
Suzanne M. Burke 
Brenda L. Corner 
Owner, McGoldrich's Restaurant 
Dud Moore College Success Foundation 
President and Owner Associate Di rector/Coin munitv Education 
Fremont Doctt Company Fred Huuichinson Cancer Research Center 
University Administration PatrickJ. Howell, S.J., DMin Maek Uuyd Tayksi, PhD Kellye Y. Testy,JD 
Stephen V Sundborg, S.J., STD Vice President, Mission and Ministry Acting Dean, School of Theolusgy arid Ministry Deast, School of Law 
President Roben D. Kells PhD Wallace D. Loh, PhD Mary K. Walker, PhD 
WilliamJ. Sullivan, S.J ,PhD Vice President, Student Development Dean, College of Arts and Sciences Dean. College of Nursing 
Chancellor Mary Kay McFadden, BA Joseph M. Phillips, PhD RobertJ. Dullea, PhD 
Timothy P Leacy, PhD Vice President, University Advancement Dean, Albers School of Business and Economtcs Vice Provost 
Senior Vice President Mars' Savilla Petersen, JD John P Popko. MSLS Charles Lawrence, PhD 
John D. Eshelman, PhD Vice President, University-  Counsel Unis'ersitv Lihrittian Associate Provost for Academic Affai rs 
Provost Arthur Fisher, PhD Sue A. Schmitt, EdD Jacquelyn Miller, PhD 
Ronald P. Smith, PhD, CPA Associatc' Provost for Faculty Dean, College of Education Asociatc Provost for Academic Affairs 
Vice President, Des'elopnient in Mission 
Dean, Malteo Rico College George M. Simmons, PhD James White, MA Finaitce and Business Afjitmrs Dean, College of Science and Engineenng Associate Provost for Enrollmestt Sers'ices 
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